
HERSHEY'S

015565 - Syrup Chocolate Jug
Genuine chocolate flavor packed in the classic bulk jug of HERSHEY'S syrup can do no wrong. Want to add it to your milk, hot cocoa and coffee, or drizzle it over your brownies and cakes, or use it to
make chocolate floats and sundaes? No matter what you're making or who is at your gathering, pop open the lid, then squeeze, swirl, dot or drizzle the syrup onto some of your favorite drinks and
desserts. Squeeze the syrup onto your ice cream sundaes as a tasty topping or stir it into a cold glass of milk  chocolaty milk mustaches, anyone? Do you need a little sweetness in your midday coffee
to make a mocha, some extra goodness in your hot cocoa or a chocolate drizzle over your dessert? Enjoy the sweet, savory and delicious taste of chocolate syrup on everything from cakes to cookies.
Put all your creative vibes down on the counter and start designing edible crafts, too. HERSHEY'S chocolate topping makes great holiday gifts for the bakers in your family or can help one-up your
baking recipes. Once you're finished, place the jug in the refrigerator to keep the syrup fresh.
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Contains one (1) 7-pound 8-ounce bulk jug of HERSHEY'S Genuine Chocolate Syrup
Pour the classic taste of HERSHEY'S genuine chocolate flavor onto your ice cream and desserts or into your milk and coffee
A fat-free and gluten-free genuine-flavored syrup packaged in a closeable bulk jug with a syrup pump offer
Bake birthday treats, holiday desserts and other homemade recipes with HERSHEY'S chocolate sauce
Drizzle chocolate syrup over pretzels, pancakes, fresh fruit and other unique foods for a delicious chocolaty treat during
Christmas, Valentine's Day, Easter and Halloween candy celebrations
Please refrigerate your jug of HERSHEY'S chocolate baking syrup after opening to retain freshness

HIGH FRUCTOSE CORN SYRUP,
WATER, COCOA*, CONTAINS 2%
OR LESS OF: POTASSIUM
SORBATE (TO MAINTAIN
FRESHNESS), SALT, XANTHAN
GUM, MONO- AND
DIGLYCERIDES*, POLYSORBATE
60, VANILLIN (ARTIFICIAL
FLAVOR).

Brand Manufacturer Product Category

HERSHEY'S The Hershey Company Grocery

MFG # SPC # GTIN Pack Pack Desc.

3400030570 015565 00034000305704 6 6 / ea

Gross Weight Net Weight Catch Weight Country of Origin Kosher Child Nutrition

7.8lb 7.5lb No USA Yes No

Shipping Information

Length Width Height Volume TIxHI Shelf Life Storage Temp From/To

4.55in 7.1in 7.75in 250.36INQ 8x5 540DAYS 55°F / 65°F
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